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,ited Press International

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Murray,- Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 23, 1958

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Overcast Is
embers Named For Annual Jerry
Airman of The Month Burning Tank Truck Explodes 1Claude Miller
ampus Lights Production-Here „Icnoz;j171.11a-ytedB
Killing Four, Injuring 150
Heads Real
Estate Board

Vol. LXXIX No. 303

Demos Question
Ike Ability To
Balance Budget
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,
tn hast
a(3‘,Zr
the Month at Chanute Air Force.
1 tier
IllinoiS at:cordin g toa le
tt
re
BFtOWNSF1ELD, Tex. (UPI) — was peering into the truck when
Skits personnel, the Murray Twit..
Greenriver, Ill.; ceived by his mother Mrs. Byron
en, band, chorus, and dancing Shelia FOX, Mortons Gap; Jane Overcast of 511 Whitnell, from A burning butane gas transport it exploded, amazingly escaped
orus members have been select- Freeman, Eddyville; Jane Henry. Major Jackson, commander of the truck exploded with a blinding with non-serious burns.
flash Monday night killing four
for the Murray State College Madisonville; Lynnor Ka rh u, base.
The tremendous exsolosiFm, the
Persons and injuring more than second in a seriee of two, blew
nual musical production. Cam- Ashtabula, Ohio; Mary Jane KelYoung Overcast was named
s Lights. announces Edwin ley, Valley Station; Sally Mae Airman of the Month for No- 150 spectators watching firemen out windows all over town and
Morris, Hopkinsville; Edwina Pe- vember by the squadron of which fight the blaze.
destroyed the front part of 'a
y, director.
Dick Perry, Monticello, Ill., trie, Bardwell; Sandy Reichmann. he is a part.
filling station, the only strutiturie
At
least
15
of
the
injured
were
near the blast.
ill be skits direction and Bill and Anne Wynn. Fern Creek.
The nomination was based on
Also David Colley, Mayfield; Overcast's outstanding achieve- believed in critical condition.
The fire. started after the buy
ettleton, Bridgeport, Ill., will be
; ments, conduct, cooperation i.nd
he J. B. Duncan, Murphysboro.
his assistant. Aopearing in
Police Capt. Zalne Williams lane truck collided with a pickup
tare,- was more laudatory than
- By M ERR I MAN SMITH
kits will be Millie King. Tie-e,n. Marshall Gage, Indianapolis. Ind.; eagerness in community activi- said flames shut 150-020 feet in truck on a four-lane highway on
WASHIN(TON (UPI) — Key Cannon of Eisenhower's economy
W.; Cathy Wasson, Caerier Mine Joe Prince, Crossville, Ill.; Phil ties, work effectiveness and mili- the air and the explosion rocked .tlae southwest edge of Brown- ,
congressional Democrats t oda y objective. But like other Demo111.; Harmon Pierce.. s" "onirTterb Shelton. Mayfield; Jim Barker, tary bearing.
his car as he raged to the scene reId .
npenly questioned the ability of crats:" 'Byrd questioned whether
Kassinger.
The
explosion
first
was
not
Ramp. LaPorte. Ind • "^ V Peulter, Elizabethtewn; Tom
city
inside
the
limits
of
this
just
"Your son, as an Airman Firit
President. Eisenhower to balance -there would be enough revenue
believed to have injured anyono
Shelbyville; Breee'a T
e. Lemay, Effingham. Ill.; Charles Pruneau, Class of the Air Force. N serving west' Texas town.
the °hew federal budget at 77 to make a balanced budgeteposbut the second, coming ab
Mo.; Mary Gregerv Oak Ridge. Crystal City. Mo.; J. C. Smith, a vital position in our Air Force
billion dollars Ovitheut 'a general sible.
Terry County Hospital said it 15 minutes later, erupted in t..
Ch"-k Annus LaPorte, Louisville, and Tom Tate, Cen- structure". Major Jackson said.
Eisenhower said defense spendtax increase.
admitted 63 injured into its 40- faces of firemen and spectators.
Trite Bill Th-enceld.' Burna, and tral City.
is efforts to help maintain our
Sig would push upward to a new
Bill Moates, Somerville, N. J.. high degree of efficiency in the bed building, and treated and
Benny Garweo", Jonesb 'leo. Ill.
The chairmen ef the .Senate peacetime peak.' Defense spendBlast Rocks Car
• The Murray Men. a vocal quar- will be choreographer for the Headquarters Squadron 3345h. released 90 more.
finance and House appropriations ing this year is expected to run
tet. will be composed of Darrell production. and Lill Harrington, Air Base Group is great appreccernmattees ,Accepted Eisenhower's about $40,800.000,000 and there
Capt. Williams sa:d he had
Other victiee were rushed to
Cann.edy. Murray: Dick Long. Paducah. and Devon Jackson, iated", he concluded.
announced roan of ending moun- have been recent estimates that
Lubbock. 40 miles to the north- been called from home and was
Dawson Springs; Dick Bray, Paris. Murray. will assist him.
tain,as federal deficits as adeast. Methodist Hospital at Lub- racing to the scene when the
the 1960 military ouatlay Might
Members of the women's chorus
Tenn., and Chuck Asmus.
mirable Ban they doubted that go up well „above 41 billion dol.
bock estimated it had at least blast rocked his car at a. distance
will
include
Linda
Howell,
Ft.
The band will be made up of
Uncle Sam would take in enough lare
15 injured, seven of en ire were of half a mile.
.
John Arnn, Martin. Tenn.; Nor- Lauderdale, Fla.; Donna Parcie.
extra revenue to do the job in
"When I got there people were
admitted.
Louisville;
Nancy
Morgan,
Paduris Lacy. Hopkinsville: Ray Reid,
his,: 196d.
running, everywhere arid holleryurray ; Jim Windsor Fulton; Bob cah; Be.sie Leonard. Owenscoco
Fire Marshall Killed
ing for help. There were little
Claude Meier
eldgnt, allieugh he p.
Ths
Carolyn
Holmes. Louisville; Sue
gloaz. Fulton. Darrell Cannely;
spots of flee around but the exprioritised S eller e aete d 'defense
MarFire
was
dead
rig
the
Am
named
been
Miller
has
cower,Mayfield; and
Lorin
Claude
Dick Bray; Fred Rocerts; Bill
plosion blew out most of it.
United Press International
spending, promised he would not
Jim Cousineau. Terry Counthe Murray
Nettleton, and
Charles Cobb. Binkley. Hopkinsville.
Th .usands (1. 1 Americans faced shall
There werenears wheeling around as the president
ask f if a general tee hike. He
who
Fulford,
James
Sher:ff
ty
next
year.
for
Men in the dancing chorus will a lean Christmas today in the
Murray.
all over the place, jumping the Real Estate Boars!
said the ,budget sett .call for
FrIV.
Also. Jim
rlarksdale, be Norman Woods, Sikeston, Mu. wake of steams. Neatly 100,000
center curb and darting around according to a report released higher penal rates and ganeine
Tom StoPteriberg. Tampa.; Dick offire and factory workers were
Miss.; .Ralph Tay'o- T
trying to get people to the hos- today by the board.
taxes. however.
Hiram Tucker is vice-president
Dick Young, Lotelev.7lr• Wesley Long. Ronald Carsell, Shelbyv.I.e. idled.
pital.
.In a direct ctiallewe to the
Donithan. Rosiclare. T": Ratoh Ill.; Ray Ward, Bonne ierre, Mo;
Largest of the walkouts were
"I drove clown the highway of the A organization which was -strong Democratic ansngress to
Green. Iiiintsvilre
Rob Henry Harcignove Somerset. N agrinst Eastern and American
A's •
and stopped four people running formed here in Murray to raise refrain from heavy new spending,
Singlet-rv. Cairo_ Ga.. and J -rry J., and Ronald 'Calera. Murray
Airlines and International Hardown the road. I took them to the ethics of the real estate busi- Eisenhower issued the rare budArnold Jackson, Tenn.
By RONALD WAGONER
veeter.
the hossnital and made three or neos here.
get preview Monday nearly a
'Other officers are Phillip Mit- month befere it was scheduled
United Press International
Chorus members will incliele
Eastern Airlines: grounded by
four more tripf before I got sick
VENTURA. Ca of
C.Olive Bopp, Ovveneba- . S•
UP11 —
from She smell and had to quit," chell, secretary and treasurer; to go to Capitol Hill.
a strike of machinists and flight
m.mber ship cummittee Cross
easo.ie own. settled by
Bowars Mayfield: July
This
Williams said.
engineers, normally has a payEnd Temporary Programa
Spann. Temple Tatum .nd Phil
Paducah; M.rv Gregory: r,
roll of 16,000, but only about
"It will be a balanced budget," Franciscan monks in the 18th
explosion knocked- out the
cemmittee,
Mitchell; grievance
lotte
Hill. „Owensboro; B zky
The
1600 still were working
the 'President said. "Revenues Century. was shaken from its
wn's power "and there was no
Harding Galloway. Don Tucker, and expenditures will be in the Christmas serenity today by new
Lamb. Jackson. Miss.; Pat Mcrest were striking or idled by
electricity for more than an hour.
Conrad Junes: entertainment com- general area of 77 billion dol- developments in a murder cite*
Cemnell, Vally Stati .n; Judy Carthe strike Most et the idle are
Search
For
Cole
toFuneral services were held
mittee Hoyt Roberts. T. Waldrop, lars."
man, Mayfield; Jane' Davi 5.
involving a possessive mother's
BRUSSELS (UPI) — An u n- in Miami. where 7,000 were emLaw officers and civic officials
d.y at 2:00 p- m at the Hazel
W, H. Br evn. Equal WIlliams;
jealousy if her attractive daugnOwensboro; Janet Howard, Padu- derground grotto in a corner of IneYed.
reExecutive
said
Chief
The
for
frantically
search:rig
were
Methodist Church for Mrs. Effie
Freeman
committee,
publicity
cah; Millicent King; Pat Owen, Belgium collapaed today, apparSome 1.500 pilots walked out
ductions in total spending—ex- ter-in-law.
rots and beds as the injured lay
Underwood. age 74.
Johnson. Hiram Tucker, Bill Hall. pected to pass 80 billion dollars
Murray; Jane Price. Clay; Dorn- ently wiping out part of a group last FT
Police said Olga Duncan. 30
midnight against
leaned
and
against
halls
the
in
of
the
directors
board
Of
The
they
Rohmer. Lonsiville.x nd
seven months pregnant, was lured
villagers collecting muihroopia American Airlioes, grounding that
accomwould
be
rest
—
.
tine
in
the
County
&eMoaday
l
enells
Terre
Mr,, Underwood died
Be'tv Sue Talley. La0enter
to e'er death 'ea.- compassion The
Cor Christrnae dinners.
carrier The airline said it would afternoon at the Murray General pee! at Brewnsfield. All its 40 organization Is composed of Tem- plished in tbe new iaudget
ple Tatum, Equal Williams. Cross
Others
rs
be Sue
ne.
Eighteen were b u r :'ed and rnatneen 20.000 other employes
by ending id temporary pro- case has shocked this quiet combeds and its extra cots were in
death followed
Her
Hospital.
MitPhil
Spann,
Hiram
Tucker.
Aberdeen. Mt: Beverly Broutin. feared dead. The broken body over the holidays but said all
grams in agriculture, unernploy- munity of 30.000 residents.
use long before the flow of injurillness.
chell and Claude L. Miller.
Sheffield. Ala.: Neta Corbin. Car- of an eight-year old girl was have been notified they will be two weeks
Mrs Elizabeth Duncan. 54, Olmeet insurance and housing. Sayed ceased.
She is survived by her husHiram Tucker is a past presi- ings in this category were esti- ga's metheren-law, is accused of
mi. Ill.; Marthi Cunninyham. the first to be recovered from placed on emergency leave withI
dead, in addition to Cousi- dent of the organization.
The
Hszel
Underwood.
Claude
band.
Kuttawa; Anne Henry. Sturgie: the hurnid, dark passageways of out pay Jan. 4 if the strike con:mated at upwards of $2500000,- master-minding the brutal slaying
Route one. one son, Robert Lam- neau, included the truck driver,
Sheila
Moron, Mortons Gap: the grotto.
of Olga.
tinues.
•
000
Lubbock.
and
of
John-on
son,
Ruben
step
Chicago.
one
Charlotte Rohre r.
Mrs. Duncan denied the charge
Ala put I 40 persons from the
No date has been set for re- eldris.
What interested the Democrats
The
Parker.
Wayland
fireman
MichiLansing,
of
Lampkine
Carmero Talent. Murray; Jackie quaintly named village of Zichen- sumption if neg etiataons between Pier
in heavy control of Congress, made by a man who confessed
immediatenot
was
victim
fourth
Ava
Mrs.
sisters.
Wh:te. Murray. and Martha Zare- Zussen-Bolder, in the northeast the airline and the Air Line Pilot gan. three
however, was the bright revenue the slaying. She said ,he was bePontiac Michigan. Mrs. ly idereified.
Grist
core. Humbolt, Tennessee.
corner of the country on the Asexiation.
picture painted by Eisenhower. ing blackmailed and that Olga
said
Thompson
Phillip
Faernan
Springfield.
Also Vadie Bolton, Paducah: Dutch border, were gathering
The AFL-CIO United Au t o StellaUnderwood.
Revenue in the current fiscal was killed to -spite" her
out
me
explosion
knocked
"the
SandJack Burton. Louisville; Tony mushrooms when the disaster Workers strike against Interna- Colorado. and Miss Bertie
Seek Murder Indictmeats
JERUSALEM, Jordan (UPI) — year is expected to be in the
was
runto
I
came
when
I
and
Arkansas. one broAeher, Clay; Rolney Finley.Simp- struck.
her denial
Obeservers said
tional Harvester, which began ers, Bellville.
Officials predicted toady the big- neighborhood of 68 billion dolIt
was
a
wasn't
hurt.
I
ning.
of Belliville.
sonville: Herb Rainp; Dal las
Most clawed and scrambled Nov. 13. has idled 37.000 produc- ther. Dee Sanders
gest influx of Christmas pilgrims lars. This will leave a deficit of probably would used as the basis
miracle.
Rich, Akron. Ohio; Newton Sims. their way to safety through W- tion workers at Harvester plants Arkansas.
of her defense by veteran rem"Pieces of steel from the tank to the Holy City in ten years. about 12 billion. The President's
Bro. Dennis Knott was in
Athens. Ohio; Charles Tilley. aage/ and air shafts. Twelve in Illinois. Kentucky, Ir.cliana,
They estimated some 6.000 per- "balance" next year at 77 billion inal lawyer S. Ward Sullivan of
the
crowd
ripped
through
truck
Hopkinsville; Jim Chinn. Louis- were hospitalized with serious Tennessee. Ohio and California. charge of the funeral service
Los Angeles, The grand jury will
and flames from the truck set a sens would come to the ancient delta/4:s would mean an improveville; Frank ,Johnson. Owensboro; injuries. Dceens of others were
Negotiators called a two-week Burial was in the Oak Grove
city of Jerusalem for the current ment of nine billion dollars in be presented with the case FriI
put
on
fire.
people
number
of
Gone Long. tirdwell; Lane Mc- treated at the site for cuts and naiday in bargaining talks last Cemetery.
day and the district attorney
Western Christmas and the Grent federal receipts.
The Miller Funeral Home of out the fire on several people.
Groskey. Louisville; Jce Tam, bruises.
said he would seek murder inJanSaturday without agreement and
in
celebrations
American
Savings
Skeptical
of
and
off
their
to
rip
ar- , On some I had
Mur ray, and Kenh Williams
Rescue teams from Holland spokesmen said no new riegotia- Hazel was in charge of the
One of the most influential dictmerrts against Mrs_ Duncan
uary.
I'clothes."
Madisonville.
and Belgium converged on the lions are slated before Jan. 6. rangements.
More than 4.000 plersons were Democrats in the field of federal and the two men, both laborers
Other chorus members will be Vet.
New York state, as of Dec. 20.
expected from the leulaghbering finance, Chairman Clarence Can- with petty criminal records.
Olga's body
was uncovered
.But a police spokesman said reported 33 work stoppages, with
Arab countries, Europe. the Uni- non of the House Appropriations
"it would be a miracie if anyone 18,200 perk ris idle. cestratered
ted States and South America. Committee, said he was skeptical Sunday after Augustine Baldona1,850
is alive" under the tons of rubble with 22 smaller strikes and
About 3.000 of them will cross of Eisenhower's anticipated sav- do. 25. confessed he and Lui;
which fell on the muddy floor Idle at this time last yeer. Tn.
through the Mandelbaum Gate ings and found "no evidence that Moya, 22, killed her. Baldonado
in which muahroorns thrive,
increased number of idle wafrom Israel. including foreign eatvenues will be up to what he led police to the slain woman's
shallow grave in a constructien
in the pall of duet haargIng attributed to the airline strikes
diplomats, members ie the Chris- expects."
around the hillside, relatives of and a strike of the Newspaper
Chairman Harry F. Byrd of area about 10 miles north of
tian community in Israel and
the trapped villagers prayed for and Mail Deliverers Union!
Israeli Arabs who are Christians. the Senate Finance Committee, here.
Baldonado told police the senior
that pre-Christmas miracle.
against New Yolk City newsJerusalem hotels, capable of ac- another pi,werful Democratic figMrs. Duncan offered him and
The grotto consisted of about papers.
commodating 501/ persons, have
Moya 564.000 to kill her daughtor120 to 160 acres of caves and
An estimated 2,500 were on
been b nkedup sirce September.
in-law. but they were paid only
galleries in an abanderied quarry. strike against the newspapers,
The Jordanian tnprist department
$380.
t. Another rash of grass fires The caves began to collapse rwer causing 12500 other newspaper
has made arrangements w i • h
Mrs. Duncan. who was said to
broke out yesterday with five about 20 acme, probably from employes to be laid off. Magazine
many private homes and hotels
be exterrnely jealous of her son's
of them occuring within 40 min- some earth movement caused by distributors estimated 10,000 of
to put up pilgrims.
affections, only last week admitutes.
recent heavy rains, The walls of the city's 16,000 nevemeands were
Several convents and monasterted she posed as Olga and obFire Chief Flavil Robertson the quarry caved in sending a shut down because of the walkies in the old walled city have
operate7
tained an annulment of her son's
said no damage was done by the terrific wheeh sf air through out, but newestand
turned their dormitories into hosbrief marriage.
the entire workings.
were uncounted among the id.
conflagrations.
tels for the visitors.
"Mommy's Boy."
One ef Inc men who escaped, because of. their status as indeThe fires and their locations
The city itself is in a festive
Police said Mrs. Duncan and
Louis Palmains, 54. said he pendent operators.
and times are as follows.
mood with shop windows. decoraher sin, Frank. 29, a prominent
scrambled through one nit the
11:15 a. m., 1607 Miller.
ted with Christmas bunting. Many
Santa Barbara attorney, often enilia- a. m.. North 19th ex- upward-seping air funnels and
office.
attorney's
a
cheerful
•
are
offering
in
stores
23.
huishaneg
22.
Griffith.
("gene
Mrs.
The sheriff's office announced tered
the courtroom
fell to his knees in prayer when
together
tended.
display of toys. fir trees. Holy
this morning that Jimmy Cole- hand-in-hand and that Duncan
Le.
11:35 a m., 414 South Eighth he reached the top.
Land articles of olive wood, and
ar2,
was
Route
Murray
man,
was
mats.
considered
a
"I was working with 20
"mommy's lany."
Street.
silver, gold and mother pearl
rested yesterday a nd charged
Duncan and his bride sepaiated
11:45 a. m., 402 Mirth Sixth in one of the galleries when
crosses.
for
alcohol
of
possessien
with
only
two
weeks after their mnr11:55 a m. 302 North Tenth somebody shouted "run for it...
Israeli and Arab soldiers still
John Mark Hill sun of Mr.
the purpose of sale in a dry riage June 20 He admitted that
the floor is going.'" he said.
Stteet
face each other across the borMrrs. Herman Hill of South
nd
county.
option
his
mother
"Seconds later the nest started
"hindered" the devel3.00
m., 420 South Ninth
der. but It has been two years
lath Street is resting well fitHe was released on bond of opment of the marriage.
The sainoilast---night and today cracking too and we all sprinted lowing a hunting accident John
since a major incident has ocappear
to
is
and
yesterday
$500
Duncan
has not been seen since
will greatly aid the fire depart- off.
cured between the two envie.
dropped his shotgun which disin county court before Judge Olga's body was uncovered, alment which has been going at
and officials on both sides are recharged into his left hand and
Minn a
s
in
'Rayburn
Way
Ion
though his mother's attorney has
top speed for the past week
ported taking extra care to see
under his throat.
December 29 for trial.
been in communication with him.
putting out grass fires,•11 over
that the truce remains in effect.
He suffered the amputation of
men were arrested SaturTwo
"I am sure Frank will come to
the city.
his little finger on his left hand
day afternosn and were charged see me soon." his mother said
and wounds under the throat.
with selling liquor in a dry from her jail cell Menday. She
option county, said an official was being held on a charge arisMrs- Boone Reed, age 81, died
in the sheriff's office. They were ing out of her "annulment" plot
Monday in the Beptist Hospital
Mike Williams, 401 North 2nd until the grand jury convenes on
in Paducah Her death was rather
sudden. Mrs. Reed is well known
For the first time in years, the Street, and Henry Lovins, wno Friday,
in Murray as she was the sister
children and grandchildren of lives on the New, Concord highon
of the late Dr. Wildy Graves and
Wined Press Internstlemst
Mrs. M. D. Holton will spend the way. Both have been released
a sister to Mrs. Ben B. Keys of
Tom Rowlett of Murray reChristmas holidays with her at $750 bonds to appear in county
Southwe,t Kentucky — Today, Murray.
turned 'Saturday from Dallas.
her home on Olive Street in Mur- court next Monday.
tonight and Wednesday cloudy,
She is survived by five sons, Texas where he attended a naOfficials said that when arrayhave
windy and mild with occasional Tom, Robert and David of Padu- tional seminar of the Taylor PubIncluded will be Mrs. B. Sul- rested Lo'imas was found e,
Michael teliennen. attorney Harry R et. Edwin (W.le la
tlrain. High today 92, low tonight cah. Bill Reed of El Paso, Texas lishing Company He left last
court. Both accident prevention officers denied the charge*
doff and Mrs. Charles H Hamlin 30 halfspiets of bonded whiskey
and
aes
1086 DirGEMBER
50.
and Dick Reed of Ft. Smith, Ark. Tuesday and returned Saturday.
of Cincinnati, Mrs. Ben T. Cooper and a nalf-pint of gin. Two
WAITRESS ACCUSE POLICEMEN Of ATTACK - Here are the
a half cases on beer and a small
She was a member of the First The company is a publisher of
husband
and
daughter
her
and
°gene
which
Mrs
case
in
Detroit
bizarre
the
principals
tr
Temperatures at 6 a m. cs,t. — Baptist Church in Paducah The yearbooks and prints the yearMr. Cooper and Julie of Louis- amount of whiskey was discov7
Griffith charges that two policemen halted her car as she
Mike
Bowling Green 45, Paducah 43, funeral will be conducted Wednes- books of Murray "High, Kirksey
ville, and David Holton McCon- ered In the possession of
ordered her to fol)ob,
waitress
14
tier
from
driving
home
was
Covington 42, Hopkinsville 47, day -.14e-neeri where the body High and Hazel High schools.
Williams. Jimmy Coleman was
Cincinnati.
Mrs.
DF
nell
of
21
low them, led her to an empty parking lot and criminally atLouisville 44, Lexington 44, and %col oe
.IIC
,is Funeral
Rowlett received a two year
McConnell lives with het moths? found to have two fifths of whis28 29 30
tacked her She said she submitted "because they were cops.
London 47.
according
key
and
a
pint
of
gin,
ii. n a service pen from the company
Home. and burial wi
planning
a happy
The family is
If 1 screamed, who'd renewer? Just another policeman!"
Evansville, Ind., 45.
to the her 's office.
Paducah cerne ry.
euring the seminar. ,
holiday.
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LEDGER & TIMES -

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES Joe Kuliarich To Get First
Hand Prospects Of His Team

TUESDAY - DECEMBER

Concord Is
Douglass Still
Trounced By Undefeated
Fancy Farm

PUBLISHED by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Callow-ay Times, and The
Tune -Herald, October 2.), 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January.
1, 1942.

College
Basketball Results

By ED SAINSEUJRY
United Prelim International

That

United ,Press international
East

WEEKEND
SPORTS
SUMMARY

•
Win
Cats

Fir

Ur

Green Dragons earned no scar"),
for the North Marshall Jets as"
the district leader slapped visit- •
log South Christian 61-43.
The Dragons trailed by four .
points, 10-6. at the end of the
first quarter and by only 10
points, 24-.14 at halftime. But
the jets began to build top their
traditional lead in the second
hoef and rolled tu another victory.
Dolph Latimer and Lampleyo
,r's scoring with
topped ".he
18 rpnres each. Simmons hat fir
15 tennis fir the Grezn
10 2
D4rnt.
ns
61.
North Nlarshan
8 14 23 43
Seuth Christian
North Marehall (61)
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Jets Scare
The Dragons

C emerecut 76 Georgetown 68
no team can p'sy :he achedDiAtglas High handed Hum- Seattle 91 Marshall 80
ule that Notre D3111, d!•'.. aald
boldt. Tennessee a 84-47 defeat Cull, of the Pacific 76
We reserve the right to rep. any Achertieing, Letters to the En en
Iona 63
!win a::
game."
Friday night as the Bulldogs St. Banaventure 91 Ohio
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
SOUTH REND. Ind. (UPI)
Wes. 43
Team Members Argry
so
another
ned
Intennt at our readers.
v.ctory.
The
New
Conc.:1.d
Redbirds
Joe Kuhanch will get first Mind;
Members of the Notre Dame! Who have long fielighted in
Murray
Douglas
South
rolled
to
a
roarNA-IfIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO. 1368 .nfm•mation today ate,ut pros-- •eatn in Santa Clara, Calif., for
ing over the century mark in 22-9 first period lead and never Georgia Tech 110 Wyoming 78
f )r his first Notre Dame
/Id ,nroe, Memphis, Term, 250 Park Ave., New York, 107 N. Mical.he Shrine game called the firing treunph ever triumph
get a bit let up to hold a 41-16 intermis- Memphis 96 Toronto 52 'leen:ball team. and .t's likely the,
vn Ave., Chicago: 80 Bolyston St.., Boston.
'entten."
dose of the loser's medicine Fri- sion advantage and a 30 point La. Tech 90 Ky. Wesleyan 76
eutlizie will predict a rocky path"
71Geard eel Ecuyer said the fir- day night when the Fancy
Entered at the Fcat Office, Murray, Kentucky, fur ieenstression as •0 return
Farm lead, 81-31 at the end of the Loyola (La.) 83 centenamy 74
to undefeated grid !
Second Class Matter
'AV vette a "sntrensv." but "1 Golden Gophers treated the vint- third period.
Spring Hills 87 Miss, Cu:lege 81
Z7..1'.?..Zr•OtiS
don't :teak t: eas caned far. I tag e,iun to a 101-51
Dennis Jackson and Johnny
idwest
defeat. It
SUBSCRIPFION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week t. e, per
Kehaech was to come to the! feel 'real bag ak.ut it."
!was the second loss of ...he season Cooper whipped the netting to Ohio State 92 Utah 69
month 85e. In Canoes* and adjouung counties, per year, Slane else- carneits t interoene
the amist-: Fullbartk Nick Pietresante felt for
where, $5.50.
the highly rated Birds and the tune of 37 points and 28 Detr et 101 Delaware 71
iants it the ..ustati Terry Brennan It was a -pretty rneen thing.
he first :Tie of such trounching ptents respectively. Cozart was Northwestern 75 Washengton 69
aeend a lerees luncheon to They don't know who: they Tel
Marquette 86 Xavien (Oh: i) 71
high for Humbildt with 15 point
prepartems in many a cenieet.
dee...es !he fetture. He'll probably
th 7mse1.es."
TUESDAY - DECEMBER 23. 1958
Murray Douglas ....22 el 61 84 Minneseta 72 Stanford 61
Fancy
Farm
:
moved
into
e
an - view a films of 1956 Irish , Attorney Jeseph Brennan,
brae 11 first quarter advantage and Humboldt
8 16 31 47 leaweence Tech 86 North Cent. SO
4arrn::'5.
:her ef the ex -C
Western Ill. 94 Tex. Southern 87
fired a -.bur.ed their vfneurs un.cer a
Murray Douglas (84)
But :•.'s unlikely the films or blast at ?noire Dame arid act-used
Southwest
D. Jackson 37. J Jackson 8,
second quarter .ecoring • barrage
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
:he assistants will be able to the school of "throwing eut the
that left New Concord ,un the Cooper 28,. Duffy 3, McGehee 6, Oklaherna 57 New Mex. A&M 52
nee him a bright. picture. f•or ;.).)us pr nouncesnents and going
Okla.
St. 66 Southern Cal. 54
sent tad of a 56-21 halftime Brandon 2.
New School Buddings
$130.000
its second tour is a college, eut to win 'at alt casna"
Ar:z. St. U 79 Loyola (Calif.) 46
Humboldt (47)
mark. •The Gophers continued
-The 1950 Irish will be
Planning Commission with Professional
Other members of Brennann their rensp in the second quarter.
T. Baeaett 11, Stewart 3. J. Rice 81 New Mexice 69
eethout 23 p:ay-ers who were farreila- were equally bitter. TerJoe Green led New C ncord Bleakenere II, Cuzart 15, Bleak- Tex. Western 75 Mesouri 71
Consultation
tnain cogs in the 1958 eleven ! ry'st father Idertin said it was
west
v..ith 18 innflts• II.bbs wa s- rugh mere 7.
ehich won 6 ef 10 games, a; an "ill-timed thing to do to a far the winners well 23
Brig. Young 72 St. Mary Canter
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
points
7-ocord poor en-ugh to induce man with four kids. especially ond Dalton' and Kilcoyne
Fresno St 86 Montana St. 59
picked
'tire diseinrge et Brennan.
Idaho St. 71 Arizona 51
lest before Christmas."
Industrial Expansion
.uj 24 and 23 points reepectively.,
Oregon 70 M. ntana 69
Kuhartch was to confer with
Kuharnh quit the Washangton!Fancy Farin
26 56 66 101
Sidewalks. Curbs and Gutters
el at Brennan's helpers. Among eedskins with four years re- N.2.),. Cone ird
II 21 38 51
Widened Streets In Some Areas
were tee, former college .naining under h.s five-year con-i
Fancy Farm (101).
eeed coaches wk, earlier were tract in toter to aceept a tour" Daltiiri .24. Hobbs 28, Sutheren,
Continued Hume Building
!enamel
among
centenders
the
for
year
with
pact
the
leeh.
It
was
Wilsure •A. Cath 8, K. Cash,
Airport For Murray
United Preas Internat•onal
:he head coaching job - Berrie possible 'bat he mtght retain eicicoyne-.23. Beilard 12. Hayes 4,
.City Auditorium
'SATURDAY
Crentnins. once heal coach et sire et Illreter.an's eeeleants
Burgess 2
TOKYO (UPI - The U. S.
Indians. and Huge Devote. head
today's intervenes, and if so,
New Concord -(51)
enach of Daye-n and the Phila- he might name pen or his staff
Groreit 18. Eugney Rowland .3, Air Force All-Siars beat. the U
ie7phia Eagles before he jointed ,it today's lunCheeri.
Eciaie Rowland 7, Patterson, Fin- S. Army All-Stars. 20-0, in the
enVenan
felieueeerinn•ea Irish staff.
MI 9, Penter. Henn al 4. letcCage! annual, Rice Bowl game brfare
Firing Ai-omen Controversy
n &eel!
: 7 Mathis. Curd 2: 78.000 fen-.
Meanwhile: the diartr.enl
.f
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
COIIALS' GABLES, Fla (UP!)
Brennan aroused considerable
•
mtroversy across. the nati •n
- Sprrng Rise Farm's Ociopes
The beasts of the field cry also unto thee.
.
1 Colts.
Ln the $11 900 Dade Metro') iliAt Baton Rouge, Paul Diesel Wildcats
Joshua 1:20.
tan Handicap a: Tropical Park.
of Louisiena State University!
T•
was 'Coach of
God has made provision for their necesYeas." O
eernd
SAN BRiNre Calif. (UPI) eNolan Dame'stheact ion a
0 V
sity. Much more has He planned for us. His
ver
•
King's Cana--ta, a three-year-old
'd.-Lrrace
•
Children.
-.le Won zoh $25,000 Taforan
"Anybody '31kAls that job now
The Merray Tra.reng School
sh :old have hi.)- hese examined."
Hardicap.
The Farmington Wildcats nra---iColte .waded thr.:leh a 'inlay:aDietzel sevid. eFiring Brertean oack or, the victory trail Friday
lien ',laying period and two ovw It leave the effect ,,f sennet righ, with a 73-37 trieeneh Over i n-tanes
bef ire rexister rg 3 78- . BOSTON (UPI) Harold W.
!
;fall Kopp was :tamed te.c.ball
back at Netre Dame 20 wEnleas Lynn Grove.
I 77 ' win over hest Cuba
. _ I-Igh
Aner ieading by CITIly lam!sch,
.,r
arn a. Renoa University
01. .
Ir. 7, foal- page store- in the ixents al '11.2 close of the open-',
t.,k . Murrenoy:...riTni,ritin,..nntg:
SUNDAY
iDtaree. Tinne& epees ed;t .7 Ed- .rat per,,,d. Farnengon
led
h*..
thltel• ai,e..
24
- .--r.1,
7'
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LEER & TIMES FILE
, PEeTH. Austral.a (UPI) !gar Hayes blamed Brennen's less entunand and roared to a
35-12:gear:cr. hit it had .awindled .to
j..t) en Knute R.chne-era halftime advantage.
Davie Cup
• *.r,.. d in. ; 38-35. Si -halftime. Th.. United State
tennis team cop-wined a• 5-0
R. M. laimh. General Manager of the Murray Mfg. alumno and the id guard on .he Adams was nffh for Ixnn I T - ni a'
to purhad ,hard..in the
l'aly
the inters ne
Greve nn1 h 13 P Ilvt'• McClain! •'.rd stanza and - were* 3131e to sweep
Company ennotinces the promotion of .D. L. Divelbisa! N tre Dame leeraiehy.
H3V f- said a -inlet, be - now- eri a". 5C. 7.
.11 16 prents
i r% W.,
flostle - Zahva Batt, NilicKay of
i;...
to the new pos:tion of chief engineer.
. 0
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Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson. and mother. Mrs.
tend. Hay.
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As happy families everywhere gather together
to celebrate this most festive of seasons, we take pleasure
that all

in extending to you our hope
the joys of Christmas fill your home.
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Send those dress-up duds now.to.

friendly good will.
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BOONE'S
for repipenation the Sanitone Soft-Set' way
;•
Givi& a party or going to one,
how you look is all important.
That's never a problem when your
clothes are freshly Sanitnne Dry
-Cleaned. Sanitone's deep-down
cleansing flushes out every trace of

soil and pesky spots. Exclusive
Soft-Set finish restores the original
"body" of the cloth. Your clothes
look like new, feel like new and lit
like new. So let's have them now!

BOONE LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
PLaza 3-2552
eVOIWOMIK•eiesaerakestlatelestesiiieeeneen

NM t4:311* WW2(LaSta
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are
ragoris

Fire Experts
Urge Care
During Yule

carired no scargl,
t Marshall Jets as Lacier slapped visitnstian 6143.
Is trailed by four
at the end if the
and by only 10
at halftime. But
n ta build up their
ad in the second
ed to another IncAns

By

PATRICIA MccORMACK
United Press International
NEW YORK —(UPI 'Tis the
season to be jolly—and careful.
Christmas, warns the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, is
one of the most dangerous times
the year. To reduce the chart'for a tire in YOUR home, it
gives this advice:
The smaller the Christmas tree,
the safer it is. If it takes up
half the living room and catches
fire, the whole Living room will
burn and so may the whole
house.
Keep the tree outdoors as long
as possible, so it has a chance
to retatn more of its natural
moisture.
Once it is set up indoors, give
the tree water regularly, every
day if necessary.
Don't put up the tree near a
fireplace, a radiator or in the
warmest part of the house. The
cooler the spot, the better.
Use glass or metal decorations.
Avoid paper or cotton decorations that are not fireproof.
Inspect every set of lights.
&oak out for frayed wining and
'broken sockets, which should be
discarded and replaced.
Rig the Wiring so that the

mer and Lampleyo
icair's scoring with
h. Simmons hit for
the Greats Dragons.
10 24 41 61
LII
6 14 23 43
neesnali (61)
Larimer
Arii aik
9. P. well 2. Lamp:hriatian (433
1, Gee 12, S.mmins
Pry a- 4.
'inn., is the northi in the US.
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BETTER CHRISTMAS it
GIFT VALUES
%for Over 60 Years!
/ Parker's Jewelry Store
"Murray's Oldest"
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

lights can be switched on and
off some distance front the tree.
That way, if a fire starts, you'll
be able to turn off the electricity.
without running the danger of
setting your,...elf on fire.

Others, lethargic.
One wing of the "thing" should
have drawers' that can be pulled
United iPress international
out, jumped on or climed into.
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —.Len.
Put pots and pans in one. Cloth- Matthews,
132a2, Philadelphad.
ing, cosmetics and play "don't drew with Ray
Lancaster, 139,
touch" bottles will do in the
Spartansiburg, S.C. (8).
other.

Listen Santa
And You Will
Hear Needs

Fight Results

Wr extend glad greetings
JETTS, an 80-pound Great Dane,
as all dressed up and ready to
be propelled into a nice new
home ILS she waits anc napes
'
fur adoption at the Dallas,
Tex_, SPCA animal shelter:

to all our friends and neighbors.
rams

May you find happiness with your
near aril dear ones, and may
heart's

content

be

nafP9

ajSenzt

•
•
•

Christrnas music rings out,

STUCK UP'
BUFFALO, N - Y. —(UP1T—
After the University Of •Buffine
'completed its beet football seain 61 years of oorpplefttion,
members of the tellen playfully
tspi.d tralher John Cc:era tc1 a
sink With the adhesive he'd been
using on them all-yeas'

proclaiming the glad and

••,••

glorious holiday season, and
we chime in with our

•

Like jolly old Santa
himself, we're full of good
wishes for one and all
for a holiday season that
will long be remembered
for its good cheer and happiness.

- Ed's Food Market

•

INNOCENT 'TIL PROVED
' NEV.-BURY. Vt. — (UPI) —
When the _janitor of the grade
school here was indicted on last
-degree
murder
charges,
the
school board voted to let him
continue an the job during nonschool hours.

among your holiday gifts.

y, too!

••
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Buchanan
15 50 09 88
Farmsngtssn
11 31.43 09
Buchanan (88)
Willams 15. K. Kackson 16,
Wright 2. Barter 12. Kent JackSan 31, Upchurch 6. Hutson 6.
,Farmington (69)
McClain 14, Tibiae 17, Gardner
2, West 2. Pigg 19, Sims 2. Smith
14

43ta

•111••••••.

PRisea--

New Concord
And Buchanan
Are Victors

Inspect the needles near the
bulbs every day. When they turn
brown—from the heat of the
Bolt on small and large doors
PROVIDENCE, R. I. (UPI) —
Christmas lights — rearrange the
with real-life knobs and key Paul
Pend er, 164 na, Brookline,
bulbs, giving each one a new
holes. Supply keys that work. Maas.,
By :PATRICIA McCORMAK
sapped Willie Johnson,
spot near some green needles.
One door should be suitable for 160, Newark,
United Press International
New Concord downed Hazel
NJ. 43)•
Never leave a tree all Lit-up
NEW YORK —(UPI)— Santa, swinging on.
93-49 and Buchanan, Tennessee
when you're away from home.!I've been through toy
Give
the
thermostat.
"thing"
rolled past Fxamington 88-69 in
a
departForget
about
the ments large and small.
impressing
CARACAS, Venezuela (UPI) — the opening round of play
manipulated, it should
Catalogs, when
in the
neighbors.
Ike Chestnut, 130. New York, New Concord Xmas
an,. Haven't found the perfect whir like the oil burner.
tourney last
When the needles start to shed, toy for toddlers.
Attach wheels of all sizes. Let drew with Sonny Leon, 128, night.
get rid of the tree.
On behalf of some 10 million , them make music when turned. Venezuela (10).
The Redbirds opened with a
On Christmas Eve, watch out m .thers and fathers of
toddlers,' Put a cupboard at one end
10 point lead, 22-12, in the first
for gift wrappings. Delegate some I herewith-. submit
In
place of usual door, use a
specifications
period and really started moving
member of • the family to roll fur such a toy.
and
pullable, but in the second quarter to roll
car door. Inside. put a seat, stretchable
up
than up tightly and place them
tear
and
shred
resistant.
The "thing,"
an
imperfect steering wheel, gear shift and a
a 56-22 halftime lead.
in a metal waste basket out (if shape, probably will take up all dashboard with blinking lights.
At the "thing's" corners, glue
Buchanan pulled away from a
heat's way. Dana [sale wrappings the empty space in the living Don't forget pedals. And
door on patches af fur suitable for close fia-st period match that
carelessly near the fireplace, a roam. But if it can't be garaged handles that "shock" tiny
hands petaing. Nearby, add a few cold, found the Tennesseans leading
heater or hot tree lights.
in the house, don't worry. It, when touched.
wet things that feel ankti a dog's by only four points, 15-11, to
Make stare the toys you buy can be housed in the garage.
Someplace, put a phone booth. nose when attacked. Give the reek up a big lead at the half
and give are safe—fire, shock
Dat it With televis.ion, ,radio, The phone must have a genuine toy a long, furry tail that barks way point. 50-31.
and expknion-proof. Toys that phonograph, range and alarm dial tone, play money and a "'si- when pulled. Also:
Forward Gene Rowland "led the
require alcohol or gasoline are clack knabs that click and clack ren" that goes' 'off when the
On one side nail on things for New Concord scoring with 16
hazardous. Heat-producing tors— in static saprano, alto and con- wrong number is dialed. The elimbiaiga Some should
look like polnas.•••7aanes Dale Erwin was
like electric phonographs or tidy tralto.
siren shauld be followed by a *cocktail and lamp tables. For high for the Lions with 16 points.
irons — should bear the "safeeyAffix light, washer, dryer and "Mummy's watching you."
jumping, attach a mattress.
- an the second game of the
teasted" label of the Fire Under- sweeper .switches.
On a hgo shelf, put something
The "thing" .wanildn't be carn- evening, Kent Jackson paced the
W
At ear level, add something that looks like mummy's purse. lete without a desk topped with Buchanan Wildcats to victory
Skip the candles at children's that ticks. Build in a phonograph Fill it with oddments that can papers that shouldn't be touched.
with a 31 point perfarmance.
parties. Party dresses can easily with a long-play record- that be dumped without eintlaarrass- Put a typewriter. on it.
Inicless Pigg hit 19 points and Tibas
fire.
catch
says "because" -between well-tim- ment.
ribbon, ple.age.
tallied 17 laoints for the losers.
And don't set up the electric ed dead spaces. Same "becauses"
Staple OR a man's coat. Put a
The toy should be mobile, so
There will be two. games toChristmas
tree.
trains near the
should saund angry, impatient chewable wallet in the ansiae conceal, wheels under it. If they'- night. New Concord and BuchA spark from the engine or
pi,eket.
re in sight, the little darlings anan will fight for the championtransformer could lead to tragcrew on a porcelain handle will cksrnantle them.
ship trophey. The final match
edy.
someplace. Let it make "running .Allparts of the "thing" should will be preceded by a consolawater" noun when turned. Hang be non-toxac. Atso—bite, squeeze, tion affair between Hazel and
up a• roll of bathroom paper— hammer and kick-proof.
Fan-nirtgaon. It will be the third
UNKNOWN DONOR
meeting this season for the two
MONTPELIER, Vt.
clubs. Farmington was a 10-point
The Statehouse here has 201
victory in both of the previous,
nobody
cuspiciiirs
but
krallies
clashes.
where they came from. Official
New Concord
22 56 77 93
records don't mention the nickelHazel
12 22 29 49
plated brass bowls, which are
,New Concord (93)
poLished every two years when
E. Rowland 4, Patterson 2,
the state Legislature meets.
Halley 4. G. Rowland 16, Smith
2, Finney 7, Parker 4, Mathis 2,
Green 12, Curd. 9, MoCage 9,
Hendon 9. Stubbleaield 13.
Hazel (49)
S. Raspberry 12, Thomas 1, B.
Wilson 6. Bennett 2. Erwin 16,
Waters 10, T. Wilson 2.

rah
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greetings and good

wishes to you. May the joyous carols strike

As another Christmas
dawns, may its good '
•

cheer pervade every borne,
lighten every heart, brig,liteg every

a responsive chord in your heart...renewing
all the age-old wonder of Christmas.

tali-.

9

RI

life. Especially may you and yours

DU-BOERS BEWARE
atlEi'vtPHIS
Tend
—I( UPI*Sign seen on a golf course here:
PPbleson on greens. Do not put
'
ball ItN, mdtith " -•

partake in full measure of all the joys
and blessings of the Day. Merry Christmas, 411
•

Murray Marble Works

A

Sam Calhoun Plumbing
• and Elcictric

111 Maple Sireet ,

LOVELY JOAN COLLINS stars'
with GREGORY PECK in the
color film "BRAVADOOS" now
showing at the VARSITY THEA•
TRE.

SAL:ES lend SERVICE

SEIRONFINMIAilialt/NEISUREANIERIONEINIAINSINSIMURAMIMIlt

4.
'4

C& H Sinclair Service
4th & Elm

ir.ALTH!!

PL 3-1839

VERNON COHOON

HAROLD HOPKINS

ramactissinntsaswac#1111111#11‘litlatilatagai lIn 1,Z VSlItna41-zitt-saAlc minims'
1

CHRISTMAS EVE

Candlelight Service

NITONE

at
St. John's Episcopal Church
Caroling at 7:30
8:00 O'clock in the evening

4

w to.
•

of

I
W
i

'

1

•

and

1

Sermon

1
1

by
The Rev. William T. Thomas, Rector
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Main & Broach

I
1
W

salsiginggeatIPS1MittlisIllfatIPSEllitasttattrtzarstetiael TM PAX

•
AFTER SANTA CLAUS, the next
VIP visitor to the U. S. will
be Anastas Mikuyan (anove),
sociable Kremlinitea trade expert and intimate of Soviet
boas Nikita Khrushchev. Early
J an Ua ry, the schedule la.
And why? Borne observers
•think the Soviet atm ta to try
to bring about a fact-to-face
conference between Khruahclay and President illiestbower.

LAST TIMM.

VAL cat V#Z VAICSCik

WEDNESDAY ONLY!!

MERCHANT'S
CHRISTMAS PARTY
with ROBBY, The ROBOT
Admission * 1 Merchant Ticket or
Adults

50c — Children

25c

* STARTING CHRISTMAS DAY *

CHIROPRACTOR
Aurora, Kentucky
HOURS — 10:00 A.M. -8 P.M.
MONDAY • WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY
1:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M. — SUNDAY
Closed Tuesday and Saturday
Phone ELmwood 4-4140
Fairdealing, Kentucky
Oar con s-ted cte Yeei Y-ei %NZ OW *.t. yea vere cos vas vas v.:storm Yes cos cee4 via:4110E1PS

WALT DISNEY presents

VIBRANT WITH ACTION AND YOUTHFUL ROMANCE!

1g

FESS PARKER stars In the
Walt Disney feature. LIGHT IN
THE FOREST opening Thursat She Varelty Theatre. Joanda y
' n• Dru alio eta re•

---••••••I•••••••

co-oy

in "THE BRAVADOS" - Color

"THE INVISIBLE BOY"

DR. E. H. OAKLEY
A MO 'FIRST--The free world
gets Its first operational ballistic missile with this fiery
skyward climb of the Thor
from Vandenberg AFI3, Calif.
Prior to this, nil launchings
were by a scientific crew. This
was by Strategic Air Command
miasilcers. The Thor ran range
1,500 niiies and hit 10,000 mph.

Gregory Peck - Joan Collins

tONITE! *

Chiropractic has proved, th• accuracy of its principles and practice
by actual results secured in restoring the sick to hitolth, end it has been
the mi ons of bringing health to millions of individuals. Why rat Consult
o competent Chiropractor and deleimin• tor youiself the value of ChirpPractit as a health service!

Holy Communion

I. original
✓ clothes
W and fit
ern now!

Most o' us are born with bodies
rhot possess norm& Organs. Whfcn,
hang as they function properly,
give us no concern. It is only when
normal function is disturbed that wis
become sick. In order for our body
to be healthy It must ts. suppherl
with three essentials; it rnVII first
hove life force flowing to oil parts
through he. ngrVISS,it must secondly
have props- nutrients from which th• body (nereiving nerve force) cats
build good rissuis i it must thirdly receiver the best •xygrinated air (which
includes enviromits•nt) that it is possible to obtain This practice of
Chiropractic •mbroces the first and karenlbst essential, lhot of life
Cowing through free nerves to all organs and c•Ils of III. body. This
is the foremost stsseintial because even poor•r nutrition will be converted
la body use if titers, be vital nerve forc• in proper quantity and quality
'leaching the organs through the nerveut systsins, and •ven in places
where th• air is poorest then• ore many who are well because their
proper distribution of nerve force .nobles Ih•vi to cope with on otherwise
unsatisfactory enyirorins•nt.
so

Celebration

way
xchisive

OCRS

i

NOT Ni LEEN.littir
•••.».

411

lir
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LEDGER & Trltf

PERSONALS

Phone PL 3-4707

Lochie Landolt, Editor

VOWteld
fl
Household Shower ,
Given Honoring
Mrs. Philip Harrell j

civevujeArstito ,

SOCIAL CALENDAR

4
With cheery wishes for a happy holiday

Tuesday, Janutry 6th
if 7. xseli.-)4-.1 shower was given
The Murray Aseerribly of Rainfete ."
hemarileg Mrs.
Rae
the former George Ca- bow for Girls Sill meet in the
ne-s. The shower was geen maeonie hall at 700 in the evenriesby Me,. Charles IdeCuithon and ing.
Parker.
Mr:•
••• •

the church paelcu at 7:30 in the
evening. Hostess' will be Sirs. 0
B Bootie, Jr.. and 341rs. 'Froptet
Deobie is in charge
. oe, the pregram.

The Delta departmen*. of the
Murray Wiiman's Club well meet
at the club house at 730 par
The program will be on C.v.'
defense with the gut speaker.
, Mr. John Pasco. Hostesses ie.::
Ronald Chez:chili.
A1 -in Herren and Nies. ' be Mesdane
H man Jooes were also present- ..A.Libre2'. Hatcher. Graves '
S eddt
J
t oci2s•
et. with corsages of red and and Rabe
••••
te carnstione
The WSCS of the First Methoserving tab:e was overlaid
e th a lace cloth rentered e.th a dirt Cnurch will mete at 10:45 in
t id al cake. Refreshments of the iettle -Chapel.
••••
etny :rake equates.: nuts and
The ' /ewe. Ludwiter circle of
e..rich were served to the 32
g est present. Approximately 30 the Coliege Presbyterian Church
will meet at 2 p.m.
aerstsent grts.
••• •
•• t
Dr...mg costs account for 47
' Thursday. January 8th
Group Three- of the CWF. First
eent of the expense of findCheisten Church. will meet in
:ng and produe.ng oil.

• ig laiinalleollailittil1111111111111114it
I
•

a

season, we greet all our good friends

C

and customers and extend our heartfelt thanks for
the opportunity of serving such wonderful people.
A very Merry Christmas to

one and

all!

• • • •.0,-

,

H..-rer chase for the
'cai . a back and white plaid
tsf: I skirt with a black jersey
b. ee. She was presentee with a
c.rege of red and white carne-

•

TUESDAY — DECEMBER 23, 1958
week for Tampa, Fla., where she

— MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Monday. JaeZuary 1Zth
The Sigma *departinent• ef -the'
Murray Wernares club' will meet
at 7:30 in the evening. Hostesses
will be Mesdames John Nea:
Purdorn. Rebert Heedon, Glinclei
Reeves. Bethel Richardson, and
Robert Hopkins.

The Hollis Hozvards
To Celebrate 50th
.4 nnwersary Sunday

ayne Wilson Insurance Co.

Gristmas greetings

' Mr. and Mrs. Hollis V. Howard. Farmington. Route One, will
celebrate their golden weridetg
anniversary with a recept:on at
airmen's Chapel Methodist Chureh Sunday. December 28. between the hours ef two and Eve
'clock in the afternoen.
All Le-ends and relatives art
.nveed to attend.

The couple were married on
Sunday. Deceeniber 21. 1908 a:
ter home of thu Ie./tide's parents.
"el:. Thomas Jeffers n Boyd and
-he late Mrs. Boyd, by the Rev.
A.vin H. Dulaney, uncle of the
Fielewine the ceremony.
er
:he couple attended chureh sereeve at Buttnee's Chapel Church.
Attendants at the wedding'
Lexie Boyd Waldrop. seseer
,e A
of the bride; Br-... Fred Chunn.
;°wee Boyd Menen and the late
2 Lee Reeves.
Mr. Howard is the son of Mrs
Ma.
-gar-et Hasami and the late
,rge Basc.ada Howard. Mr.
.nd Mrs. 1-Ltward are the parents
- ;I. three sons and one daughter
Fhey are Maier Harold B. How arri. Dever, New Harnp.; Max E
H ward. Marlin, Ind.; Jeffrey
I Howard. Farmington. and Me
Charles Adams. Hickman. "
uma; , They have nine grand children
usamsimiquismitiatmernamantiani
—
i,s3=al
insaiammasettnears-ax*.111.101MIUMEnala oza NEM n-i ,Ria AA tzG
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GIFTS

au

FOR THE
WHOLE

FAMILY!!

1

ay you

he

or

good cheer as Christmas
dawns..,your heart full to overflowing with all of the hiA happiness

\

MAX H.
CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
"THE

4 BETTER CHRISTMAS I
1
GIFT VALUES
te
A for Over 60 Years! IParker's Jewelry Store 1
"Murray's Oldest"

I

very happily throuOt

(1.

get these last-minute g i

F

JEEP F
row me
wheel
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isxepneh
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141P3
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payment
5% let
PL 3-364

INNER
liabyobe

,

q111

1i
1

yours, a happy Noel!

Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc.
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lone year to come.
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One Hour Martinizing

Deli..

CLARENCE BRYAN

-Yp "
flea
nc
i4
.1
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or:Hois
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a"Yrs.
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LADIES

as

and hountiful blessinos of the Day. May
the joys of this Christmas he remembered

\

GIFTS

I'ES

•• • •

Lt. Col. Harold Cunningham.,and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn, is in
Mr. and Mrs. Red Doherty are
wife and two children arrived in Murray over the holidays visiting' planning on spending the Christthe States recently after three his parents. He Is a student at ' mas Holidays with his sister in
years of duty in France. They the University of Kentucky in , Bowling Green, Ky.
• * ••
,.:
will be in Murray on December Lexington.
27th to visit with his mother,
Mr. and ;Mrs. John WorkmaW
• • •.
Mrs. Oakland Cunningham and
BUY Joe, packer of the us. are expecting all of their children
the Holidays.
&see, Mrs. Fred Fun-chess and Navy and son of Mr. and Mrs. home
Sue
arrtved
er
Mr. Furchesis.
Joe Parker was home the first of I llrr's:e mlsrdosepr(fnd
bu
fonn
ly
fami
• •.•
the month visiting with parents. Workman and hetrhe
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Saunders He with his wife and two Chili Saturday from Madison, Wisconand children cif Savannah, Ga., dren left on Deerriber 14th far Sin and Dorothy and her family
arrived in Murray Firday to Honolulu where they will reside wilj arrive later.
spend the Christmas Holidays in the future
••••
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Skip
Neal and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Covington
Saunders.
and family ef Florida are in
• • ••
Murray to spend two weeks
Mrs. Rill Cooper is In Murray Holiday Vacation with Mrs. Kate,
spending the Christmas holidays Covington and Mr. and Mrs.
FRIENDLY
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Farris.
•
•
•
•
HOME"
FUNERAL
H. C. Corn, Lynn Grove Road.
Lt. Cal. and Mrs. Reubin Dale
Mr. Cooper will join her this
Pa,rirer arrived in Murray Saturweek.
SUPERIOR
• •• •
day from Ft. Lebentinworth, KanAMBULANCE
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Harney, sas to visit with his parents, Mr.
SERVICE
Dallas, Tex., will spend the and Mrs. R. R. Parker. They
Equipped With
Christmas vacation w it h her attended the ball game at MurOXYGEN
parents. 'Mr. and Mrs. Noel Me- ray State College Saturday evening and viaited with Mr. and,
lugin, Olive Street, te.
• • ••
Mrs. Johnny Mt-Cage Sunday,
Phone PL 3-4612
• •••
Rev, and rs. H. L. Lax of Key- Murray, K
Mrs. Annie Jones, mother of 311 N. 4th
ii. Kentucky visited in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Farris Dr. C. H. Jones left by plane last
Friday.
••••
Mr. and Mrs. Fran Watrous,
Paducah, were in Murray over
the weekend visiting her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Lyons.
••• •
Mr. and Mrs. John Warner and
children, Johnny and Angelei,
Elizaibethtown, are -spending the
holidays with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Parker, and Dr.
and Mrs. C. G. Warner.
•• ••
Miss Edwina Kink, student at
the University of Kentucky in
A wish for you
Lexington and Miss Betsy How-.
I ton. i,L
,
o a student there, are
from
us:
home eisiting their parents. Mr.
and Mrs Ed Frank Kirk, Payne
May your heart
Street arid Mr and Mrs. E. B.
Hiewton, Olive Street.
be filled with joy
1
•• • •
Mr. A. W. Simmons, junior at
and good will
the University of Kentucky, is at
, on this, the
home for Christmas vacation
with his parents,.Mr. and Mrs.
birthday of Him whose messsge
A. W. Simmons, Sycamore Street
• • ••
was Peace on Earth. To you and
Mike Rayburn,. on cif Judge

gmiwinsaimmimmaymmayssimi.:

M

I will spend the Clulstatas Boltdays with Mrs. Lucille Grogan
Jones.
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OLD SPICE
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TREATMENT LINES by

PARKER PENS

HELM RUBBSTEI)
TUSS1 and Du BARRY
PANGBUR) CANDIES

CAMERAS
During this merriest
season of the year, we send

1Yoen.
erj intR

MOVIE CAMERAS

our greetings and good

a

gam

BIBLE'S

wishes to all our cherished friends
and neighbors. May your Holidays be

by WINSTON * HOLMAN * WORLD * COLLINS

bright is ith

:Th
u
tilloancri
a
itlhg.ei

FIELD GLASSES

About
both dim

the joy's of Yuletide.

May they find you in good health and

ELECTRIC.'SHAVERS

if
been
"Sev'

h sun,
qp..d.1,

ELECTRIC RAZORS

dl
tine .all

leave you lighter in heart, happier in spirits
—koking forward with confidence to the

lga

year aheai:and all that it holds for you and yours.
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Red Doherty are
iding the Chriatith his sister in
Ky.
••
eee
John Workm elf
of their children
l the Holidays.
the former Sue
sr family arrived
dadison, Wisconand her family
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se pee word far ado
.day. LdIrkla•drd 0/ 57 words fee Stle

Is 4611. w.rd 004 these
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'I- 3-4612
Murray, Ky.
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Junior High Strawberry
4.11 Of New
Spacing Is
Meets Tested

MATTRESSES REBUILT LIKE
new. Weet Ky. Mattress Mfg.
0o., Paducah, Ky. Murray representat:ve T a be r s Upholstery
Sh.p, 10 N. 3rd. Phone PL 34513.
1-17C Concord

Sr. asv•bl• g,i adV4141410

PIANOS-ORGANS. New Spinet
The New Concord Junior High
pianos as low as $399.50. Magnus
4-H Club met in the lunch room
electric Chord organ $129.50.
On December T1, 1958.
Winslow Piano Sales, downtown
The Meetliag was called to ordMay-field.
12-24C er by the president.
Dian Anderson The Bible was read by Hal
Hosford, the pledges were led
by Cheryl Farr mu and Joyce Yarbrough. Christmas carol singing
was led by Joyce Yarbrough subLOST: SALT AND PEPPER grey
beston oull dog. Left Friday. stituting for the regular song
Betty Scott, phone PLaza 3-3176. leader. Dewey Dick.
Members taking part in the
1TP
Chreomas program were Danny
LOST: PAIR BLACK Shoe skates Pittman. Anna Bell McCuiston,
s ze 10. G. C. Cain, 302 North Evy Lou Cain ano Ladeen Heath.
7th. Reward. Phone PLaza 3- Th s program was given out by
2883.
12-20C the vice-president, Joyce • Yar•• •
brough
Evy Lou Cain Reporter

mother plant was allowed
produce two daughter plants: one
the one-by-five the mother plant
produced four daughter plants:
while the four-by-two beds were
allowed to become the standard
matted rews.
Mulehing with plastic was no
particular help production-wise,
but did keep down weeds, Chaplin found. He said production in
all the beds was geed but
thought the one-by -three yield
(315 crates an acre) was significantly better than the other spacings.

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Spacing
strawberry ,plants one-by-shnee
feet tin beds proved beet of four
NOT 1 .. E
spacing methods used in a KenJE1EIP FOR SALE. NEW Motor,
euck-y Agrieulturial Extregexnent
row metal top, new axel, four
HOME MADE HOT TAMALES.
Station test this year.
wheel drive. Good condition.
made by Rebert Blanton's old
The one-by-throe bed produced
Approximately 250 000 Ameritime recipe. Starting price is
lleasenable. PI, 3-1851 day time
516 crate- sot 24-quart containers
ns have active
r P1413-2477 at night.
20% off on two dozen ar more.
tuberculosis.
12-22C
per
says
acre
Carl
Chaplin,
horfle1IC
Rob, rte Phone PL 3-2987 This week only.
sLOOK! 10
BULLDOG PUPPIES. BRIGHT
Phone PL 3ticuturist.
ALUMINUM STORM
12-23-C 4693.
eyed, healthy, frisky and g ,
12-26P
wind ,Ava, brand new style. full
Second best was a one-by-one
watch dogs. C. E. Ray 406 South
1 inch claw
spacine which Yielded 471 crates;
with
altaciimern , Sixth Street. Phone PL
3-3243.1
OWN A NEW MODERN Singer
screen, $/90.00 installed. No down
third was a ene-by-five spacing,
1"F(.1
Sew.ng Machine for as little as
peyrnent up to 36 months to pay,
with 461 crates; while the con$1.25 per week. For a Free Heine
Sel
eiterect. Home Comfort AMERICAN FLYER TRAIN set,
ventional :cur - by - two spacing
cempagny, 108 South 12th. Phone complete with .accessories. PL 3-' ONE LARGE OR TWO MEDIUM Demonstration, call Bill Adams,
produced 454 Crates.
eze recess for furniture stoirtege phone PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
PL 3-3607.
However, Chaplin said, while
1-9C 4581.
0-24-P
for 8 or 0 menths period. Phone 3-5480, 201 South 13th.
TFC
production was better on the
I eiNER
- MIRING MATTRESSES, WILCOX-GAY
close-aced
IIECOFtDElt: 6 PL 3-5171, Murray Chamber of
rem_ vali of
DEAD STOCK REMOVED free.
ilabylebeels, stoves, clothes cab. months old. Excellent co: Moon.
Commerce.
runners in the growing season
12-24,P Prompt
service. Trucks dtipatchwas "qiiite a chore," Until cherned by two-way radio. Call collect
ical materials can be developed
'XMAS PARTY 'PLANS
leteyfleld, Phone 433. If no anto control such runners, or the
swer call collect Union City, Ten-I
Mr. and Mrs. George Parker
CHICAGO -(UPliJ A survey labor beaten some other way,
neggsee phone Tu 5-9361. 12-16-59' of Mitssss,,ppi will spend Christ'indicates that about 74 per cerst eleeee planting will require con__ _
mas with his sisters, Mrs. Tilcy
-pt Instal:anon C.g0For
,)f the nation's business and in- siderable labor, Chaplin says.
1 HUNDREDS
OF ITEMS HALF McClain of Murray and Mrs.
the
ciustrial
one-by-arse
In
firms
.
bed,
Chapmore
than
ever
I pr.ce
Toys, gifts, cars, bikes, .Agn-ess Walker of Murray
end before - will have Christm
ees. lin kepi the runners ternmed all
. trikes, ' flretrucke, c o o k w a r e. beer:hers. Robert Parker of Faxonl parties
PROPANE
this year. According to the season. On the one-by-three, the
Changing catalog-must sell! Save encl Mark Parker of Murray,
end
seeeseseerayeasesewerieseosegee
Way Wholesale Store, Main & Tesse Parker of the Kentucky Personnel Administration Service, I
the average party will cost three
N. 15th in Murray. I2-24C Lake eection.
dollars per et/lea-eye.
i
BETTER CHRISTMAS
. el
Fifty per cent of the 130 corn'-'
GIFT VALUES
panies checked by the pub:ice•-e •
0
01,
.,
,
PIV.
• P.221,
r.r
"
701
W7
I
. •-••-•
7
Parker's Jewelry Store
106- N. 6th 161,
Von plan to serve liquor, but
A el.eSS
some af these will restrict liquid
11•1:
Ph. PL 3-11323
Murray, Ky.
"Murray's
Oldest"
.tole
DIV114/01/1 et
refreshment to "eight egg nag" or
• 't ./. id
e t.,ed
for
Over
60
Years!
Westerso
14•414.4
0 ea.•
4- 1..rong
wine.
115441303WM:485:533155835egiRMI37:141:
.1.•.oren
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The survey showed that 41 per
m•
,rn
1,•,1
iz-l.
I • Ort11•1,
cent of the responding companies
•i:•...icr
6..41111.
•
F
will make the Friday following
14or
nleknan,
IhrIlli`rflt
is-;:yn,e.4,1 for
Christmas a full day eft for
It. irtri,rosit inn
workers. Thirty-seven per cent
.2iirn; no.
2I-Snakes
orniii
2!- Pet fi.und
plan to give presents to execufur
Away
tives. A similar percentage will
'Irving
242: I Istr : of
have gifts for office employes.
h
and 26 per cent will have gifts
22- PIM,,In deer
(Manic,
21- h:vcrzreen
27-Lease
fir plant enepieyes.
tees
17-Crucifix
43-byrotud foi
• ••••dox:1 I'land
Le-Pulverised
tin
WPasrag•
rock
45- Vondle
.GI WINE TASTER
30-11thlioad
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,
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prophet
a go.. as
52-Obvious
F.RANKFURT,
Germany 57 1.4IV cord
47-Beam
45-North
33-Lair
(U P I) - Specialist Paul D.
24- so': digit
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35-PirE oresitl..25- %Ira, is
Baa*
i/
valley (pl..
ta k i,.g
Rhoades of Aliquippa, Pa., is a
51-coppo.lra
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SHOPPERS KILLED Smoke peers flat) from the Almacen V ida iiepartment store in
42-Not. of
01211,
thlt
happy soldier indeed He spends
51.-'nil...lion
Colombia. and (right.) body uf one of the 63 who died to fire is carried out. Doors were lo
ei
his off-duty time tasting wine
5
7 :
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.$ 0 10 11
,..'
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Ler his father-in-law, a German
•
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We'd like to
•kI•o
vineyard owner.
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fr,r, till,..
The 30-year-old specialist is
thank all
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14.- n or•rv
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.
stationed with the U.S. Seventh
vi I 4-'4.11/
•
r
our good
41'''r,',. of
Army's 40th Artillery Group in
..:. 20
Wac4ternheim. His father-in-law's
• NI
:Mr&
friends for
44vineyard is in Eebershelm. on the
5
45- tilit.:d•
wine - famous Rhine River.
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28
their loyal
111- Flo•nlIk•
Besides helping his father-inRandom Reuse; lac..
feoit
dieUrtaldi b Mac Fiatters• Illgadiesta.'
law, Rhoades also works for the
30
541- • 1,-.1.1..8 of
patronage
and
dlseornI
local wine commistrion as a tasteS2-u ilrI ,,erne
:•.'s
r..
He's
been tasting Rhine wine
13-1Asp-it,hed
wish.them much joy
••••.•.•
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"Leo /Armen snows every "n^...^r te Mee
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Elk Siecure
' since 1950 and says his biggest
38
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it WAN" to talk tg, you about th•rg, 44enhcin said net. the bras:.
15-Pignen
thrill
came in 1953 when "sonic
throughout the holidays.
And 0:
nocthrig soberly
ire
your etIplIater. ftntt Rirci. iad gone utii ot nis v,
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. •
wine from our vineyard yeas
'Then I want you to tell me the reioiution ot the him ,i•
bliOne to William
said ovti
selected to be sent to England
1-11.esn
(nestle April Itoeir was arg.,,.r.
V7.11 • •N tri 42,1 imey
*ea Yelp' Chat you knew"
•
17
2-Ent huelastic
for the Coronation of Queen
"It s • saa story And a long on a silent movie when die e
stepa.ster. didn't your
Who..
;•4
1.:
I
ono."
11-Candls
Elizabeth II."
broke somebods reao mewin L.
9
411
12
4•Ftr.ky hill
••••
iy
'I've got plenty ed time and dig on toe wee and
'Pahl ner etime erefri-e she mar.
••••
5-Nine of
33
'OW S
e
Darken
One thousand bank presiden• Fled 'lilies Lett iniA . was Lois ' plenty of sympathy ' Bingo said began Leehooting at Arm
":
:
4
:••• .
4 -Threefold
"Where do emewant to meet?' first *MAKI film WSs evieasee in
Dela** Is that also right?",
cies become vacant, every year'
7-Feeling
Distr. by United Feature SrhelksW.
-crime ever here -. lienkin said Decembei us 1926 She wart oat
"Yes
I in the U. S.
Arid he gave , seventeen, I remember She was
"-Arlo she was a etack-wire per- "To my nriiiee
Bingo the address.
NANCY
first silent suits to
1 3ne
Ioniser f"
by Ernie Bushman«,
• • •
take the plunge:s end • darned good one,"
.
happened?" , Bingo
The Beverly Hills none of Leo I "What
Wells a d 'You might say. .n
tact that I firs, met her whirs Henkin did not resemble ins office asked.
HI
.
she was doihg her act"
at all Whereas the office nad I "I remember the opening." Henneeeed 'Bow was that looked like an extension or panto i kin said. fie sighed_ "It opuned
'
ne said.
Anita Raceway, with horses eiut• :at the (tentage& Theie were signs
He gesture-a
lens I. first met ner in 1947 tering up web wall and surface all oiet the place
We were ecicieed together on the his nome was a (leen tow modern with his nand* "Robin Speaks."
earn • vaudeville bill Me and fro" PIOUS" which seemed to be quilt lie paused Well she spoke. And

FOR EALE

mats, Meaures Place 1208 Main
Price $120. Contact PLaza 3-3260.
St.
12-24P
D-23-C
5 ORANGE BOWL Foot Ball 1954
CHEVROLET 2 doss- Beltickets, row 11, Meerni. Florida, Aire,
2 tone, radio and heater.
Jan. 1st 59, $6.25 each. Murray seat
covers, low millage local
Chamber of Commerce. Ph .ne car.
excellent condition through
PL 3-6171,
12-24C out.
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Lake Stov Grocery

heel

SLUGGO --SHAKE HANDS
WITH MY
UNCLE GUS ---

HELLO,
UNCLE
GUS

chatty ot flegetone and Riese Arid ,they laughed. Oh, now they
curiously the Leo Henkin woo ;laughed They mellow:1 eecause
I lived in this noose did not very the voice vesen't fragile April
much resemble the Lee Henkin 1 Robin, The voice was Abigail
from the norey edifice A screen' Bias of 13rou'dyn, New York_ Lt
met Hinge Riggs and Hanesome didn't tit the concept the movie
Kusak at the front door, led them ipublic nad ot their star, and so
about it, Willis said, el first mot through a slate-paved entrance ithey laughed. They laughed tit -ta
her in 1922 That was when my hallway and then into • lanai bust, She ran out of the theater,
fattier married net mother. He which overlooked tienkin's large 1 reesemtve She grabbed the
woe • widower. and Lois mother swimming pool Henkin was wear• nearest car, and drove away They
was • Ividow Lois had an bider ing chino pants and a sports shirt. said later that she really wasn't
brother, Frank Iles dead now.
"Come In," he said, "come In. • good driver, didn't even have
leed young We all moved Into Can I get you something to a license, in fact. They said that
was what caused the accident."
the sarne noose, naturally. I was drink?"
"She had an accident that
about twenty-one years old then.
"If you don't mind, Mr. Henlips was in 1924. Lois was Just kin," Bingo said. -we'd like to night?"
"No, no," Henkin said. 'The
MM.. kid."
get straight to the point. We'd
"Go on."
like to know about April Robin." next day. Nobody: saw or heard
"Well. I left home. Not right
Leo Henkin heaved • particu- from her that night. The next day
away, but about • year after the larly forlorn little sigh. He ges- the newspapers made a sham hi.,
marriage. Figured I was about tured to two wicker chains and of her career. One critic* said she
ready to step out Into the world then sat in another chair facing sounded like • minhand with
ow my own. The family moved the pool. Darkness had come with laryngitis. She must have peen
the papers. She was a very sensiay.ley from Hollywood soon after its customary sedrienne5us.
that. To Colorado. So the last
"Her real name was Abigail tive girl, and also • kid, don•t fortime I saw Lois, until 1947 when Ross," Henkin said. "They chang- get that. In any case, she went
we bolked on the same bill, was ed It to April Rehire Her nrst to her Hollywood bank the next
When she was eleven years old. movie was one of those Ruritane day and withdiew her savings.
Artd meeting her in 1947 was like an romance things The movie She was earning fabulous money,
you know, but moat of it went
lierting an entirely different per. stank, but April Robin . . .
son, if you know what I mean. ahhhhh!" Leo Henkin kissed his Into a trust fund. Close to a milIt was (mite a reunion."
finger-a. "She was only fifteen at lion dollars at the time of the accidents Hut all she had in cash
"1 can imagine." Bingo said. the time, but what an actress!"
"When did she marry !returner Te
"What did she look Like?" was sevent y-five thousand dolhave
Must
lars, and she withdrew that and
"Several years later
Handsome asked.
been 1949 or 1950. Yes, that's
-Brown hair." !feted?, said, "as drove off again. And then-"
Henkin paused before continuright. That was when they bought Soft as mink. And big brown
the oouae you're living In now eyes A delicate profile, high ing.
"They found her at the bottom
About three years before they cheekbones, a rosebud mouth.
Sman-hored, she was, small all of • cliff the next day In the car
both cil‘lippesred."
"Thank you, air," Bingo said over, hut with a beautiful figure. she'd stolen. The car was a wreck,
She Was fifteen and a star, both (lest r.,s,cd, completely bureeded hung up.
He dialed another number and parents dead, moat of her money terrible, terrible. April Robin
the
end
other
of
the
going into s trust hind. Fifteen' couldn't he described, it was that
a voice on
line said, "The Henkin residence." Youth! Youth was in her face bad. They also found a few
"Let me [silk to Lein !Tonkin. and, her eyes and ner body. a nd charred hundred-dollar bills In the
please," he said. "Bingo Riggs
ten yeu something. She'd still wreckage. They identified them
he young today She had that as part of the money- she'd withhere."
"One moment please„ sir."
kind of beauty If she was still drawn from the bank that afterBingo wafted.
alive today, she'd be forty-seven noon. And they found her purse,
the
onto
Penton's voice came
years old, and
het that she of course, with Identification. And
line 'Wen, well, flow's the dis- wouldn't look a day over thirty- that was the end. The press
bushed It up. They didn't like the
coverer from Kier- York?" he two"
said. "What can old Leo Henkin
"How did she die, Mr. Henkin?" idea that maybe their reviews
for you?"
had caused what looked like a
Handsome asked.
'1 a-ant to knew about April
Fletikin shook his head. "Oh, suicide."
Rolim. Bingo said.
what a story." he said. ''what a
%Sidle dead men fell no tales,
There was a losig pause on the terrible story. Do you know what
their tombstones do, Bingo dinline.
happened in October of 1927?"
"De volt know about her ?"
"Yes." Handsome said "The envies. eie 'The April ftoldn
Bingo asked.
Jets Bulge,orened at the Warner
Murders" onaunues tomorrow.
and her and her slack
bird
wire .,
B ngo blinked again. "It I
ne
you correct
untie'stand
Om 'you re sarng you first met
you, sister in 1947?"
"It you wpm to be technical
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011.13BIE an' SLATS
13£CV.Y! HONEY- WHAT
14.-in:Nr:0 10 s!Sq..li WriATRE .
YOU ()ONG LY1`./G HERE ON
INE COLD WET GROUND!

by R....burn Van Buren SLAN- HE Dee eele- OVE
ME ANY MORE-- HE BROKE
OFF WITH ME- SUE -WHAT'S
DID i/E Do
WRONG ?
IT'

I DON'T PIG SLATC.t, tegeCKe.

ALWAYS
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I

FIGURED HIM FCR OiE Cc
THE BEST THERE WAS.
BUT THIS MOVE -I SMidAR,

I DON'T KNcsAl HOW 70
EXPLAIN IT ANY
MCF
)
E THAN )C0
CAN

.;

UL' ABNER

AI Copp

•••=1.1

HOPE AN KIN DO A
eaRPHONEST DAY'S WORK
BIN HALiNTEI
D
ON MAN d05 0'TE.STiN'
ALL N IGNT BY (
MATTRESSES AT
TN ET STOOPIDTH'MATTRESS
LOOKIN' EEND
FACTORY!!
IN "FEARLESS
FOSDICK”!!
•

DON'T BOTHT:IR
TO LIE DOWN
AND START
"OUR DAY'S
WORK,`/OKUM-

••eEs-Bur, I I
JUST CAN'T
STAND YOUR
TVF'a."!!

YOU'RE FIRED!!
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Tax Law
Family Life
uthorities
Changes
Favor Farmer iii Speak

SQUARING oar [The NAriiCord ot Ministers ts shown
meeting in Vans to revitalize western atomic and rocket
defenses One touchy soMect is that of sending American
(Rathopautoi
missiles to European oases.

A/
L.
.04 va\ s
LA (

There s Christmas music
in the air and icy in every

L

\-1

heart At this glad ti1110,/)
. ,
WI wish ks 31101W
friends and
neighbors
the
happiest

•holidays ever!
•

tell the oldsters hoW they (the ic
oldsters) can better he:p the
y ung people grow up.

oncord
unior 4-H
Holds Meet

"rhis phaae of the four-da
F-I-I Week program h in din:et
rt"-p rise to requests from pareno
for halp an family life situation .
a
. Bath men and women from
walks of life are invited to at
said Miss Viola Hansen,
LEXINGTON. Ky. — Two -t
the farem ist
authorities in the chairman of Extension home
The New Concord Junior 4-11
United States :n the field of (van - mica programs.
family life will be on hand for. Caunty orgaiazatlans will be Club ment in the Lunch Room
:he op-tail-4 of the 47th annual .nvited to send leaders to tale on December 12, 1958.
Virginia Roberts was elected
Farm and H. me Week, Jan. 27 back to their communities the
• ) 30. 1959. at the University at sugge,t'ens from these nationally Secretary and Treasurer, Isaac
laentecky at Lexingtan.
. known authcrities on family Ina. Geurin. Game Leader.
After election of these officers.
They arc Dr. Mildred M:rgan,
Other • highlights of the Week
77: .1
farrn and family will include the recognition of a Christmas program was preFier:ea State University. and tw a farm or rural women from Presented and Christmas games
Dr. William M. Strath. Jr.. pro- Northern Kentucky and Cumber- were played. After singing Jinfesscr of family relationships at land Districts as the 1957 Ken- gle Bells and Silent Night, the
Pennsylvania State Univenday, •uck y Master Farm Horn arnakers: meeting was adjourned.
who will diacusis in a two-ciay the • appearance of the State ' Isaac B. Allbritten. Re-porter
sesSion the various phasee of Homemakers Chorus, and two
TOP efICORER
family life. Included will be half-day programs devoted to the
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
today's young family, the teen- buainess of the Kentucky Fedever'
point-total
highest
age group. the middle years. the eration of H memakers. T h e The
golden age, and tomarr, wat fami- Week's programs will be climax-.scored by a player in. a Nationly. A panel on family living ed with the annual luncheon at al Baaletball Association game
problems will conclude the series , which some aal the homemakers was 63 'by Joe ?Wks of the
of talks and discussions. ! and 4-Hers will model arneles Philadelphia Warriors against the
Four-Wers voli also have a sof clothing they have made ,dur- Indanapolis Olympians on, Feb.
part in the or -gram when they. ing •tbe year.
It), 1.949.

LEXINGTON. Ky. — Several
ch n-ges in the Federal incanie
tax taw favor the farmer this
year. ea'
Stephen Allen, Kentucky Agreultural Ex t ens i on
Szrreee aoncirnist.
Th2y invalve changes In ,he
reaulation, an depreelail
l.;rna
•) raopera'..ng
t:,orti,. estate taxes pay ^..!- c -on:
demnation-prapecty
allosmant.
and earned .neurnt
reared
farmers.
Dispreciationt Farmers now can
"charge off" 20 per cent of the
value of a capital asset purchased
the firm- year. PLUS the regular
depreciation en the remaining
valve (except for rasa: estate
.terns, such as land and build,rags.) Internal Revenue Bureau
agents or tax specialists can illustrate tife Draper way ,:f figuring
this charge-aft.
Net Farm Operating Losses:
These May now be carried- back
three years agaa.nst past pr'Ofits
instead of the met recent two
years in getting tax refun)71s.
Small Corporation Taxer. For
rifle thing. Oat:a:rare tevIe
now
only on dia idends
'
•
corpora'.ions rat her
aarnittgs.
Estate Taxes: May n ay be
.read over a period cf it tri lo
years wi:h 4 per cant rite:a- so on
the unpaid balance.
Condemaation Replacement —
Praceeds from sale f c ,ndarane
property new may be tpeci - •
purchase property of ,:ke

•

TUESDAY — DECEMBER 23, 1958

LEDGER & TIMES — MITRRAY. KENTUCKY

•
Night
that Hsesoamlygoeryf
omfayblet
As onhsseedmem

Christmas enter the
hearts of mankind.
May peace and good
will be with
you and yours.

Taber's Upholstery Shop
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75-1
aa"Pri
liEhe
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fifth
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Chri
can
Stan
hone.

eyaid
usly
purchase s'sn'.1ar :n use and purpose such as farm land far farm
land etc.
Retirement
Retired
farmers
ni )re than 65 years old must
earned :r.c .rne 30 per
C runt
cent cf the rental inc me received fr-rn a farm in ta haah they
!air/en:sale materially in the manrnent.

eeonInt

Next t.-) the elep-hant. the
white rhinocer a is the largest
and anmat. It stands six feea.). the ala - oldees and is 13 fee
n length.
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'telly s Produce and

a. rs Santa said to the reindeer, "It's a
real privilege to serve so many wonderful
people."
We are proud and thankful for the
privilege ot
serving you, and we
you a very happy holiday.
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Exterminating Co.

RIP.HON LOOPS, cemented to cardboard. create a wreath to tie or glue to a gift box. Loops
arc ca..ly made with special satin-like ribbon that adheres to itself when It's moistened.
By

JOAN

olutuvom

The Variety Shop

ALL

When jolly old Santa makes
bis annual trip to your home,
-

may he find eery eye bright,
every heart light with

,,

the happiness of this

wrapped up and ready
1-X for Chrii‘Mas. or are you
leaving paper work until the
very la:t nanute?
If the latter, you might like
to try some gay new ways to
wrap gifts for the Very Important People on your Ilst.

ISVA..ING At IT - Visiting net
natr.e North Carolina, A va
Gardner takes aim with •
Snowball Centered in her eyesight, in Raleigh is the ph.aog,
Who asked tier to pose with a ll
snowball She said tics it sne
could throw it at ''the pr.ss.'

In
can
He
pies
try '
face
'force
At
will
oept
('

If

Special Ribbon
f•

The right equipment helps,
so stock a special satin-like
ribbon that sticks to itself
when moistened. It comes in
handy for special effects.
Use it for examine, to make
a calarrul wreath to glue on
a package.

joyous season.
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Instructions for Wreath
;
‘
14 ...
.S
.
).

Here's how:
Cut wreath shape from
a
cardboard.
Cut 1 1,4-in, wide ribbon
Into pieces 6 in. long. Stretch
ribbon out and, leaving 1-in.
at either end, use hat pin to
slit center of ribbon into narrow strips 4-in. long.
Fold ribbon in half, fanning out slit portion. Moisten
1 un-slit ribbon end. Press
firmly against other. When
secure, cut stick -together
ends to form point.
With rubber cement,attach
point to cardboard wreath.

4

or greetings
und
s

00d4

his c
same

I,I aim

FRINGED PAPER makes bangs above a smiling face on this
present. Features, drawn in glue, are 8;a:tinkled with glitter.
Add additional slit ribbon
loops, overlapping to cover
un-slit points, until wreath is
completed. Finish off wreath
with a big bow and tie or glue
It to the box.,'

Hoe

Apply glitter to make giftWrappings sparkle. Six packages—red, silver, gold, blue,
green and multi-color—come
on a card that also holds a
tube of ail-purpose glue.
Use glitter to spark a box
wrapped to resemble an
amusing feminine face.
CiAolaper fringes and glue
o the wrapping to
the
make hair and eyelashes.

hope, peace
and
love.
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E Parker's Jewelry Store
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WR VP HIS GIFT al a shirt. Tap' hers with bells and bows.
Create a cloan lar Biaay'a box with striped paper cones.

4-1

6.)1

hands
The
wmeret.
Hof
the c
the t
sonnet
due t

Sou
,cloud'
ture i
tonigt
Thurs
litale
rain

Cones Make Clown
It calls for making a sleepy
clown by gluing cones of
striped paper (for body, arms
and hat I to a box wrapped in
solid-color paper.
Cut clown's bang,eyes, nose
and mouth from self-adlicrIna ribbon.
"Gifts Too Pretty to Open"
Is available at department
and stationery store giftwrap counters.

day
for C
On
bear

r:ch in

Draw eyes, mouth and earrings with glue—you can
wield the tube like a pencil—
and cover with a heavy coating of blue glitter for eyes,
red for lips, gold for earrings.
When dry, shake off excess
glitter on a piece of paper, so
you can use it again.
A clever wrap for a kid's
package Is just one of many
ict as in "Gifts Too Pretty to
Open" by Kaye King.

WHAT TO GIVE? The MA14141.401,
tea.. Humane' Society Animal
league suggests satelettorg like
this for the Christmas stockThroat -pupa, and others.
ing
need homes, says the society.

GIFT

cx)
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for a

Draw With Tub*

Fitt's Block & Ready Mix

Cot
Car

111

Hoyt Roberts
Bill Preason

Anna Requarth
Jimmy Rickman

Tear
Paduc
Covini
Louisa
Londo
Eva
Har

